ABSTRACT. We discuss global existence, boundedness and regularity of solutions to the integrodifferential equation
= h(t, x, u(t, x)), 0 < t < oo, x e R, u(0,x) = uo(x), ut(0,x) = ux(x), x 6 R.
This type of equation occurs in the study of the nonlinear behavior of elastic strings. We show that if the initial data un (x), ui (x) is small in a suitable sense, and if the damping coefficient c(t) grows sufficiently fast, then the above equation possesses a globally defined classical solution for forcing terms h(t, x, u) which are sublinear in u. In the nonlinearity we require that M € C1 [0, co) and, in addition, satisfies M(A) > mo > 0 for all A > 0.
Introduction. We consider the following integrodifferential equation: utt(t,x) + c(t)ut(t,x)-M i \ux(t,s)\2dsjuxx(t,x) + u(t,x)
-h(t, x,u(t, x)), 0 < t < oo, x G R, (1.2) u(0,x) -Uo(x), ut(0,x) -u\(x), x G R.
Equations of this type have occurred during the study of the nonlinear behavior of elastic strings [14] . A derivation of (1.1) for finite strings is given in [15] where the purely transverse vibration of a linearly elastic stretched string is considered. The basic physical assumptions are that the longitudinal strain of the string is very small and that the tension F is uniform along the string but may vary with time to accomodate changes in arc length of the string. The nonlinearity arises from the assumption that F depends on the arc length S of the string at time t > 0 by the relation F = Fq + C[(S -L)/L] where Fq is the minimum tension, L is the minimum length and C is a physical constant. Our study of (1.1), (1.2) was motivated by a problem posed by J. L. Lions [12] concerning the initial-boundary value problem utt(t, x) -Í m0 + / \ux(t, s)\2 ds j uxx(t, x) = h(t, x), 0 <t < oo, 0<x<oo, (1.4) u(f,0) = 0, 0<t<oo, (1.5) u(0,x) = uo(x), ut(0, x) = ui(x), 0 < x < oo, where mo > 0 is a constant. By making the appropriate oddness asumptions, we can obtain solutions to (1.3), (1.4), (1.5) from the problem (1.1), (1.2) (cf. Theorem 3).
The difficulty with the approach used in [12] is in obtaining the necessary estimates even for the existence of local solutions. In this study we rely on the results of Hughes, Kato and Marsden [8] to obtain local solutions of arbitrary smoothness. This is a relatively straightforward application of [8] and does not require any a priori bounds on u(t,x). We then derive estimates to extend the solution to infinity in the time variable. For this part of the argument we modify some ideas of R. W. Dickey [4, 5] , who considered a problem similar to (1.3), (1.4), (1.5) but on a bounded interval 0 < x < L. Dickey was interested in the infinite system of ordinary differential equations associated with his solution by means of a Fourier sine series. Crucial to his analysis was a certain function EjtN (see [4, p. 462] ) which acted like a Liapunov function for his system. It is this function that we modify for our purposes.
There are other types of integrodifferential equations similar to (1.1) and we mention, in particular, the one occurring in the study of hinged bars [16] . This type is usually referred to as the extensible beam equation and has been studied before (see, for example, [2, 3, 6, 7] ). However, in the extensible beam equation the highest order term is linear and fourth order in the space variable. This is a great advantage in the analysis of that equation which is not present in (1.1).
In §2 we state the abstract result from [8] that is needed for local solutions of (1.1), (1.2) . This result is based on the linear theory of evolution equations with time varying generators developed in [9, 10] . In this linear theory the concept of stable and quasi-stable families of operators plays a central role. To keep our presentation coherent, we recall the definition of a stable family. Let X be a Banach space with norm || • || and let {A(i): 0 < t < T} be a family of closed, linear, densely defined operators in X whose domains D(A.(t)) may change with t. We say that {A(t): 0 < t < T) is a stable family on [0, T) if there are constants M, ß such that
for every finite family {tj} with 0 < tx < t2 < ■ ■ ■ < tk <T. This concept will be used in the proof of Theorem 4. In §3 we give a proof of the local existence theorem for (1.1), (1.2) . In this theorem no sign condition is made on c(t) and no growth restriction is imposed on h(t,x,u) in the u variable. Our main result is given in §4, Theorem 4. We show that if the initial data is sufficiently "small" and if the damping coefficient c(t) grows sufficiently fast, then (1.1), (1.2) will possess globally defined classical solutions for forcing terms h(t, x, u) which are sublinear in u. The growth of c(t) depends on h(t,x,u), M(X) as well as the intial data uo(x),u\(x).
We can take c(t) = any positive constant, f > 0, only if h(t, x, u) -0. Our arguments differ from the usual type of proofs of this nature in that our small solutions at f = 0 do not necessarily remain small for all t > 0. So in §5 we give some results on the pointwise boundedness of solutions of (1.1), (1.2). The hypotheses stated in that section are sufficiently general enough to hold automatically in the case h(t, x, u) = 0.
Finally, we note that our estimates are derived by means of energy methods and therefore can be applied to suitably generalized higher dimensional problems of the form (1.1), (1.2) (cf. [13, Problem 11.10, Chapter 2]). But to keep the exposition clear, we discuss only the one-dimensional problem (1.1), (1.2). We mention also that in the case of (1.3), (1.4), (1.5) , where c(t) = 0, we have no results on the development of singularities of the solution u(t,x). Thus we cannot state for certain that solutions fail to exist for all time t > 0.
Preliminaries.
We outline briefly the main conditions from the abstract theory needed to solve (1.1), (1) (2) . In order to simplify the discussion, we only consider quasilinear evolution equations of the form Also, for each T > 0 and each compact interval K there is a constant C = C(K,T) = 0 such that \Dl ,,h(t,x, £)| < C for all 0 < t < T, x G R, £ G K, 0 < 7 < s + 1. Furthermore, the function (t,x) -» h(t,x,0) belongs to C([0,T];Hs) for every T > 0.
We have the following result. THEOREM 2. Let s > 2 and to G [0,oo) be given. Let assumptions (M), (c) and (h) be satisfied. Then for each pair (uq,Ui) G Hs+1 x Hs there exists So > 0 and a unique classical solution u(t, x) which satisfies (1.1) for to < t < to + So, x G R,
PROOF. For each w = (w°, w1) G Y we define
Then (1.1), (3.1) can be written as a first order system We prove that (Al) holds with ß = 0. First, it is clear that for each w G W the operator A(w) is closed, linear and densely defined in Z. So by the Hille-PhillipsYosida Theorem it suffices to show that for each w G W we have
Integration by parts gives
Thus (3.4) will follow from (3.5) once we prove that A(w) + XI maps H2 x Hl onto H1 x H°. Given z G H1 x H°, the solvability of the system (A(w) + XI)v = z for v = (i;0,«1) G H2 x H1 is equivalent to solving, for each <p G H°, the problem
If <p is C°° with compact support in R, then we can solve (3.6), (3.7) explicitly by Fourier transforms. The solution v° will also be C°° and belong to Hs for every s > 0. Thus the operator defined by the left-hand side of (3.6) with domain H2 has dense range in H°. But by (M) the range of this operator is closed in H°. Hence It follows that the Lipschitz properties of f(t, w) result from corresponding properties for g(t, -, «;(•)). These properties have been proven in [8, 11] for higher dimensions and so we shall omit the details. We mention, however, the following fact which will be useful later on in §4. Let I < r < s and B C Hr be a bounded set. Then there is a constant N > 0 depending on B and T such that (3.8) HM*.-.**-))lir,u<tf(i+M;) for all tp G B, 0 < t < T. The notation || • ||riUj denotes the norm of the uniformly local Sobolev space HTul introduced in [11] . The proof of (3.8) is accomplished by using the chain rule and following the arguments in [11, §5.2] .
We have by (h) that the map (t, x) -+ g(t, PROOF. We use Theorem 2 to obtain a unique classical solution v(t,x) of the problem
Setting u(t,x) = v(t,x) for 0 < t < d, 0 < x < oo gives the desired solution. Q.E.D.
4. Global existence.
In this section we show that for certain initial data (uo,ui) G Hs+1 X Hs we can take d -+oo in Theorem 2, provided that the function c(t) is sufficiently large. To state our assumptions, we let 0 < £o < +cc be given and put c0 = eo^ö1 sup{|M'(A)|: 0 < A < eomö1}. and V' G P1 we let (4.6) T(v,4>) = më2{|M|! + ll^ll? + M*(\\Dp\\2)}.
To obtain global existence for solutions of (1.1), (1.2) we shall argue by contradiction and assume that 0 < d < +cc. The following lemma will give the necessary estimates on u(t, x) in order to extend u(t, l|u(t)llo,||«t(t)||o,||«x(t)||o<ÄW, 0<t<d.
We let H(t,x) = h(t,x,u(t,x)); then by (4.1)
So for each t G [0, d) the map x -> H(t,x) belongs to L2. Thus the FourierPlancherel transform H(t, 0 of H(t,x) with respect to x is well defined. We also let (4.10) M0(t) = MÍÍ \ux(t,r)\2drj , 0<t<d, 1) we then obtain an estimate on utt(t,x), \\utt(t)\\o <Cd, 0 < t < d.
This proves the lemma in the case s = 2. The other cases s > 2 proceed in a similar manner. We multiply (4.22) by uf(t,x) and integrate:
! ¿ r+oo r+oo 2d7.
By the chain rule
where N is the sum of products of (x, £)-derivatives of h evaluated at (t, x, u(t, x)) times x-derivatives of u. Thus the integral /_ ~ AT • uf (t,x)dx can easily be estimated by using the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality on products of derivatives of u and the L°°-norm on derivatives of h. To use the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality on the integral
we need an L2-estimate on dah(t,x,u(t,x))/dxa. Put ha = dah/dxa, then *l dha Therefore \\ha(t,;u(t,-))\\o<\\ha(t,;0)\\o + had\\u(t)\\ where the constant h¿ is defined by ha(t,x,u(t,x)) = ha(t,x,0)+ ( / ^(t,x,A«(f,x))dA) u(t,x) hd = sup dha .
Ql(t,X,0 : 0<t<d, xGR, |£| <V2R(d)\.
By assumption (h) we have h¿ < oo. This proves the lemma. Q.E.D. Since the proof is entirely similar to Lemma 1 and Theorem 4, we omit the details. 5 . Boundedness of solutions. In Theorems 4 and 5 we see that if the initial data is "small", in the sense that T(«o,«i) or $(«q,«i) is small, then we obtain global solutions provided c(t) grows rapidly enough. However, it is not inherent in these arguments that the solution must remain small. Indeed, the forcing term is allowed to grow with respect to t. So in order to establish boundedness of the solutions we need a separate argument. In addition to the hypotheses of Theorem 5, let us assume that h G L2([0, oo); P°) n LHlO.oo);^0) and hxx G L^^oo^H0). Then for each (u0,ux) G Ha+1 x Ha satisfying $(«o,«i) < £o the corresponding solution u(t,x) of (4.40), (1.2) and also ut(t, x) are bounded on [0, oo) x R.
NOTE ADDED IN PROOF. Since the submission of this manuscript, three other important publications on this subject have been brought to my attention. Two works by T. Nishida, A note on the nonlinear vibration of an elastic string, Mem. Fac. Engrg. Kyoto Univ. 34 (1971) and Nonlinear vibration of an elastic string. II (preprint), concern the global existence of analytic solutions of the undamped initial-boundary value problem corresponding to (1.1) on a bounded interval 0 < x < L. J. M. Greenberg and S. C. Hu, The initial-value problem for a stretched string, Quart. Appl. Math. 38 (1980), 289-311, consider the undamped pure initial-value problems (1.1), (1.2) with h(x,t,u) = u. For special types of nonlinearities M(X) and certain classes of initial conditions (1.2), they obtain global existence and asymptotic behavior of solutions.
